
OREGON COUNTRY FAIR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MINUTES
Monday May 2, 2005, 7pm, EWEB Community Room

 
PRESENT:  Diane Albino, Katie Cousins, Lara Howe, Brad Lerch, Jack Makarchek, Marlene

Monette, Deane Morrow (alternate), Joseph Newton (alternate), Greg Rikhoff, Anna Scott, and Lawrence
Taylor.

NOT: Bear Wilner-Nugent. (Alternate Joseph Newton voted in Bear’s absence.)
Secretary’s Note: During Agenda Review, Marlene moved and someone seconded to move “Set the

Date for the July Board Meeting” from new business to old business; and Lara moved and Lawrence
seconded to move “Consider Donation to Bring Recycling” from new business to old business. Both
motions passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS

             Leslie said an art exhibit opens in the EMU on May 5 that honors the memory of the late
Archbishop Oscar Romero who was assassinated 25 years ago in El Salvador. Francisco Letelier, who
“many of you will remember did the incredible cultural memory mural at last year’s Fair,” is curating that
exhibit. He will also be part of the OCF area at this year’s State Fair.

Katie encouraged participation in the Leadership Communication Workshop at Alice’s
Wonderland, on Sunday May 22, 10-2pm, to be facilitated by Charlie Murphy of Power of Hope.
             Marlene welcomed new Assistant Manager Charlie Ruff to his first Board meeting.
              Lara encouraged folks to sign up to be Waste Warriors at the Fair; contact Sarah Grimm,
sarahg@bringrecycling.org or 746-3023.

Lawrence asked everyone to send “visualization, prayers, and good thoughts” to Paul Dudley who
had a heart attack and, as of this meeting date, still had not regained consciousness. Paul was scheduled to
be named Co-Coordinator of Security Sweep tonight. (Note: Very sadly, Bear reported two days later that
Paul passed away “with a peaceful smile on his face.”)
            

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Lawrence moved and Joseph seconded that the minutes of the April 4 Board meeting be

approved.  Joseph thanked Barbara and said, “To take 3 hours of discussion and make it fit into 3 pages
of our newspaper and actually convey a sense of what went on is an art.” PG: Applause. (Note: aw,
shucks.) The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.

 
MEMBER INPUT            

Jon Silvermoon (Co-Coordinator of Dog Control Crew) lodged a complaint about the
Path Planning process and the decision to move the Dog Control area and the crew’s camping area due to
the relocation of the Pony Rides. He said the crew has accepted the move but he has concerns about the
process by which the decision was made. He’s been talking with Leslie and other staff and appreciates
their effort to accommodate the crew’s needs in moving but is concerned “about the process.”  He found
out about the decision when someone forwarded an e-mail to him that had been posted to a discussion
group, and he “didn’t like finding out that way.” He also said the crew has been protecting a particular
triangular piece of land for about 20 years because of the Fair’s earlier encouragement to keep land
protected that hadn’t yet been camped on. He encouraged the Board and management to continue to
protect that land and “to walk our talk about respecting the land.” He said “moving a crew’s camping area
is major” and “management should make sure that whenever a crew or booth is affected by something like
this, that the crew coordinator or booth rep is notified immediately and allowed to have input.” He said the
Board should hold management accountable for doing so and added that “volunteers should be treated
with respect and dignity.” He added as an afterthought that the wooded area around the Dog Pound was
named “El Woods” about ten years ago as a tribute to Elwood the deaf cat who hung out at their camp for
many years. He hopes that name will stick.

 
STAFF AND OFFICER REPORTS

General Manager:  Leslie said the LTD and insurance issues were finally resolved and LTD will
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be providing service at last year’s rate. She thanked both the Board and staff of LTD and the Fair’s
“wonderful agent” Gale’s Creek in Portland for their “great understanding of the Fair” and for helping the
Fair obtain the insurance coverage it needs. Tickets will go on sale May 14, with two new coastal ticket
outlets at Safeway stores in Florence and North Bend. She is also finalizing details for a shuttle bus from
the coast. The first day of ticket sales coincides with City Fling at Lola’s Room at the Crystal Ballroom in
Portland. As a door prize, Amtrak will be giving away two tickets to ride the “Peach Train.” Amtrak is
promoting a package deal that includes a train ride to Eugene, a hotel room, and tickets to both the Fair
and the Bach Festival.  She said, “The Fair has given away over a quarter of a million dollars in the last
ten years and “we should be really proud of that as a Family.”  She attended an event called “Wordstock”
and got to connect with Andrew Weil about coming to the Fair this year. Dr. Weil said, “absolutely, it’s
been 25 years and I can’t wait.” She thanked Spoken Word for making this happen and also thanked all
the Entertainment Coordinators for putting together “a really exciting entertainment schedule.” She said,
“Special thanks to DP for finalizing schedules in the midst of being under the weather.” She responded to
Jon Silvermoon’s comment by apologizing and saying that’s one reason why “it’s so important that we
now have Charlie on the team, to help pay particular attention to volunteers.” She said there are so many
details which need attention and that much of her time is spent on the “big picture” items like insurance
policy changes and contracts. She said when Jon received his e-mail, conversations were still going on
between Dena Neeman (Pony Rides) and the Path Planning Committee. Someone heard of the
negotiations and reported it in an e-mail as “a done deal.” It is her understanding that the triangular piece
of land Jon referred to will be preserved. She said there is lots of shifting out of Crafts Lot this year and
thanked the Deconstruction Crew as well as Kitchen and QM for their willingness to move. She thanked
Registration Crew for their work at Saturday Market and their follow-up help at the office; and to Beth
and Dedee and norma and all the VQ Task Force for “their amazing work.”

Administrative Assistant: norma said she’s been working on the Spring Fling and the Vision
Quest and said 94 people have signed up for this Saturday’s VQ summit. She also thanked Registration
Crew and Charlie Ruff for their recent help in the office. 
            Site Manager: Steve W. said normal rainfall in Eugene for April is 3.66 inches, we had only 2.55;
and normal rainfall since October is 43.5 inches, we had only 18.84. “That’s a deficit of more than two
feet. It’s important we practice extreme fire consciousness. The number one cause of fires at the Fair is
unattended candles. Leave your candles and tiki torches at home.” He thanked Charlie Ruff for “already
getting his hands dirty” when working with Andy and VegManEcs hauling out debris. He said Charlie has
been settling into his office and working on DSL and IT and “other computer stuff that we really need help
with.” He said Andy’s days off are Mon/Tues; Charlie’s are Tues/Wed; and his are Wed/Thurs. He
thanked Bob Nisbet and the Native Plant Society for the Wildflower Walk that was held onsite. He said
“we’re doing something right” because there are more flowers than he’s ever seen before. He also said
that part of acquiring more upland area is that we also have more poison oak, which “doesn’t tolerate
being in the wetland.” He said Site Crew, VegManEcs, and Fire Crew will be chipping up lots of brush
piles in June to reduce fuel load and thanked them for their work in lessening fire danger.     Assistant
Manager: Charlie said he’s just “getting my feet on the ground” and it’s “really been a pleasure to work
with everyone.” He wants to reach out to the Family and encourage them to bring other people and do
volunteer work while enjoying the land. He has so much respect for Leslie, Steve, Andy, norma, Robin,
and Beth and said the amount of work they do “blows my mind.”
            Co-Treasurers:  Hilary said budgets are in place and “we’ll start spending money hand-over-fist
real soon.” She’s been working with Lucy Kingsley who is doing some inventory work and “bringing
fresh energy” to the computerization project. Steve G. (Grumpy) added, “remember to get receipts. It’s
important to be accountable and to know where our money is.”

President:  Jack appreciates the willingness of De-Con and Dog Control Crews to relocate. He
said that Jon’s comments during Member Input should have been directed to the Board rather than
management. He said Path Planning is a Board committee and if they did not communicate properly that is
the Board’s fault and as President he takes full responsibility. He added, “On a brighter note, tell
everybody tickets go on sale May 14.” He urged everyone to remember “in the current political climate,
what we do is courageous. We need to reach out and tell people it is worthwhile for them to come and
appreciate what we have to offer. We impact our community and the world beyond the Fair. Radicalism is



something we hear little about. We are still radical. Take hold of what’s out there and shake it up.”
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS
PEACH POWER AD HOC TASK FORCE

           Anna said the committee met onsite April 16 and selected several places as possible photo voltaic
sites on the south side of Indian Creek.  They want a structure where the public can see it. The demand of
photo voltaics during the Fair will be about three kilowatts. The committee is working on a financial
conundrum; the possible solution may be to fund the structure this year and the panels next year. The
other problem they are facing is that the structure may need to go in the floodplain and they need to talk
with Leslie about how to work with Lane County. Since they will take a business energy tax credit from
the state, they thought maybe the state would talk to the county. They are exploring that idea. She invited
folks to join their meetings.

VISION QUEST TASK FORCE
            Beth said it’s been a busy month and urged the Board to pass a mission statement tonight, stressing
that the activities at this Saturday’s summit are planned around already having that done. After the
summit, the next step the committee will work on is to analyze Saturday’s feedback and build a survey to
take to the public during the Fair itself.

YOUTH PROGRAM / CULTURE JAM COMMITTEE
            Leslie gave the report for the committee and said it was a busy month for them. She thanked Robin
for all her work in the midst of helping norma during deadline time. She and Robin attended a staff
recruitment outing to a hip hop show at the McDonald Theatre. She had a “wonderful moment of coming
full circle” when talking with “a performing artist named Lafa Taylor who attended a Power of Hope
camp sponsored by the Board the year before we started Culture Jam, and is now being asked to return as
staff.” She thanked Kay and Jen-lin for facilitating the process of helping youth to attend who need
scholarships, adding “please contact them if you are able to financially help a young person who wants to
attend.” Culture Jam is already half-full, so young people are encouraged to sign up soon.
 

OLD BUSINESS
CONSIDER INCREASING JILL HEIMAN VISION FUND ALLOTMENT

Lawrence moved and Greg seconded that the Board increase its matching funds from a 1-1
ratio to a 2-1 ratio; but keep this year’s cap at the current budgeted amount.

Background:  Paul Solomon is the Director of In-services at an organization called Sponsors,
which has provided transitional services to ex-offenders in Lane County for 30 years. He thanked the Fair
for selecting them as one of the 2005 recipients of the JHVF allotment, to be distributed after this year’s
Fair. He said, “In periods of high unemployment, our clients are the last to be hired and the first to be let
go. With high homelessness, our clients are the first to be denied assistance. The outlook for the most
vulnerable population in Lane County is poor at best.” He added, “all agencies including those that
provide services to seniors, women and children, and the disabled are facing additional cuts at the state
level. There is an increased need for services and a decreased ability to meet those needs.” He urged the
Board to increase its support for the Jill Heiman Vision Fund and said, “The social services in our
community are only as good as what we invest in them.”

Peach Gallery:  Richie Weinman (Booth 596 and Chair of the Jill Heiman Vision Fund
Committee) said there is “an enormous need in our community” and he urged the Board to not set a cap on
the matching funds allotment asking, “if Fair members can donate, why can’t the Board just match it at 2
to 1 with no cap?” Grumpy said a cap is fiscally responsible and urged the Board to pass the motion as it
stands. Hilary said she is proud of all the Fair’s philanthropy and of  “providing right livelihood” but
added “we budget for a reason, so we have some predictability and control; what else would you expect a
treasurer to say?” Andy Strickland (Caretaker) understands there are people who need help right now, but
also supports a certain percentage being added to the endowment because that really “pays a lot more
dividends over the long term.” Palmer Parker (Fair Central) “dislikes disagreeing with Richie and hates
agreeing with accountants” but said a cap is important. Jim Sahr (Crafter) referred to Richie’s comment at
April’s Board meeting that “the Fair has a lot of money.” He said, “We don’t; if we did we wouldn’t have
a yearly struggle to add to the Bill Wooten Endowment. We do the best we can.”



 Board: Lawrence supports this motion and believes increasing the ratio will increase the donations
from Fair family and visitors. He agrees with Andy about the endowment but thinks of the Vision Fund as
a different process; the Endowment builds up a large capital base with which to sustainably give over the
long-term but the Vision Fund encourages the Family to give to immediate needs. He hopes this will
double the amount donated by the Family. Joseph thinks the ratio increase should be for 2005 only, as a
reaction to emergency needs created “by forces in this country.” Lawrence said his intention with the
motion is for it to be a permanent increase in the ratio. Brad said the cap should be kept at $10,000 this
year because that’s what was budgeted, but “maybe we can raise the cap next year.” Marlene opposes the
increase and wants the Family to “step up and donate more in order to reach the cap with a 1-1 ratio.” She
feels increasing the ratio will decrease incentive for the Family to give. Katie asked what percentage of
donations are from food vouchers and what percentage is cash. Leslie said it’s about half and half, adding,
“in recent years there has been less in voucher donations and more in cash donations from several food
booths in particular.” Greg thinks increasing the ratio will also increase the incentive to give and feels
“this is the right thing to do.” Jack said the Fair deals with immediate needs monthly “to the tune of about
$10-11000 per year; we give yearly to the Jill Heiman Vision Fund; and also to the long-term
endowment.” He added, “We need to be constantly reminded of the need, and we should give all we can.
We can do our best to budget more next year.”

The motion passed: 8 in favor and 2 opposed (Marlene and Anna).
 

MATCHING BEQUEST TO LONG TOM WATERSHED COUNCIL
Lara moved and Jack seconded that the Board donate $500 to the Long Tom Watershed

Council steering committee.
Background: Al James, a recipient of the bequest, spoke to this motion. He has been a teacher at

Fern Ridge Middle School in Elmira for 21 years and he began by saying that “there are three times as
many people at this Board meeting than there are at most school board meetings; the only time we have
this many people is when there is a budget crisis.” He runs an outdoor education program at his school but
has seen drastic financial cuts. He often pays expenses out of his own pocket and doesn’t want to charge
the kids more money as many of the families would be unable to pay. Some of the parents help him raise
money by cutting and selling firewood, but this isn’t enough to pay for 2-3 trips per year or to cover the
new equipment they need. Denny Capps (Security Crew) couldn’t be at tonight’s meeting, but wrote a
letter to the Board urging passage of this donation request. He said, “Mr. James has a reputation for high
quality, hands on classroom and field trip work with his students. Given the ability to purchase much
needed equipment would enhance the outdoor educational component of his program immensely.” He
urged the Board to support “creating and maintaining healthy watersheds and natural habitats through
education and by example as seen in the excellent work of Mr. James.”

 Peach Gallery: Steve W. urged support and said he has read about Mr. James’ work in the West
Lane News. Beth Grafe (Construction Crew Co-Coordinator) said “these kinds of trips are so important to
kids.” Leslie said this bequest “provides a unique partnership opportunity between the Fair, the Long Tom
Watershed Council, Veneta, the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, and the middle school field
biology program to work together on a project that benefits both youth and the community.” 

Board: Lawrence supports the motion and jokingly said, “Now I understand why the legislature is
cutting school funding; they just want to increase school board attendance.” Brad hopes they will consider
a trip to the OCF site sometime. Jack supports the motion and said that Alice’s, Swanson’s, and Zenn
Acres are all contiguous to the Long Tom.

The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

 DONATION TO FERN RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL
             Deane moved and Katie seconded that the Board donate $500 to the Fern Ridge Middle
School.
               Background: Joe Cohen, a teacher at Fern Ridge Middle School for 20 years, spoke about his
program with special education students, some of whom are at a high risk for dropping out. He teaches
woodworking where the kids can learn “skills for use in a career or for everyday living. They learn
teamwork, how to get along with fellow workers, the way a company is run, budgeting, planning, and



safety.” He thanked the Fair for the money their program received last year and said they were able to
purchase a contractor’s table saw and a wood planer.
             Peach Gallery: Leslie said the large donation he received last year was part of an endowment
grant and encouraged him to use that process, saying his request was more suitable to that category.
Palmer said that schools are woefully under-funded.
              Board: Joseph said “the project looks good” and that the Family supports funding basic needs. He
said “education is a basic need.” Jack also encouraged Joe to meet the deadline for the endowment
application and said that is “the usual process we use for working with the school districts around the
Fair” but said he is “intrigued by writing a check to Fern Ridge Middle School for their woodshop.”
Marlene “loves teachers” and urged a yes vote because “teachers take time out of their very busy schedules
to come to us and ask for help.” She said she doesn’t see how it’s different from Mr. James’ program. Brad
supports the sentiment but will vote against it because they received endowment money last year.
Lawrence agrees it should have gone through the endowment process but will support it anyway because
“not everybody is a bookworm, theoretical geek like myself with no manual skills and I am thankful for
the fact that there are people who know how to put things together.”
             The motion passed: 8 in favor and 2 opposed (Anna and Brad).
 

DONATION TO CREST DRIVE WATERSHED CURRICULUM
              Greg moved and Marlene seconded that the Board donate $500 to the Crest Drive
Watershed Curriculum.
               Background: Principal Joe Alsup of Crest Drive Elementary talked about the environmental
science curriculum they have developed. It’s an 8-part curriculum that can be used by any elementary
school in our area. His letter to the Board states, “We have a stream on the west side of our campus that
meanders to Coyote Creek before entering Fern Ridge Reservoir. It is released into the Long Tom River,
links up with the Willamette just west of Fayetteville, joins the Columbia at Sauvie Island and empties
into the Pacific at Clatsop Spit. These waterways comprise our Watersheds Curriculum.” The program
combines “art, writing, and traditional lesson formats with technology. Another aspect of our project is to
merge our program with the middle and high school curricula which deals with environmental studies and
water sheds. We want our instruction to segue into the higher grades, providing the continuity for our
students who want to pursue this scientific discipline.” He brought copies of the books which they have
developed and said they need additional funding for more publishing; transportation, food, and entry fees
for field trips; and to purchase more water testing and lab equipment.”
               Peach Gallery: Leslie said this group applied for a grant as a “basic needs program for the living
environment” which she thought was “brilliant,” but they weren’t chosen as one of the recipients through
the Jill Heiman Vision Fund and “they aren’t eligible for the endowment process because they aren’t in
the Fair’s district.” She said, “Every school in Fern Ridge received an application packet for the
endowment process and she believes the Fern Ridge Middle School woodshop should have applied
through that process.” She hopes this motion passes because “this one has the kind of impact that we
should support as this program is developing a curriculum that will have widespread impact.” Hilary spent
a day at the school being “principal for a day” and said, “the kind of energy they’re bringing to this is
great.”
                 Board: Jack said he used the word ‘intrigued’ earlier when he spoke about donating to schools,
“but the word I want is humility. It’s never happened at this level before, to have schools coming to us and
asking for money. The money I just paid in taxes is not being used to pay for schools, it is being used to
pay for bombs in Iraq. I wish we could do more.” Lawrence said “the things that make Jack feel humble
make me feel proud, proud to be a member of a species that can produce such drive and energy.” Anna
asked who gets the check for this one.  Joe said the school has a special account at the bank for the
curriculum fund. Greg said he spent part of today learning about neo-nazi recruitment in the elementary
schools and said, “if every school had Joe Alsup’s creativity we’d be a very different community.”
                The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

DONATION TO BRING RECYCLING
             Lara moved and Diane seconded that the Board donate $1,000 to BRING Recycling’s Planet



Improvement Center Fund. 
             Background:  Julie Daniels from BRING thanked the Board for hearing her request tonight
because they are “up against a matching grant deadline on May 31.” If they are able to meet their goal,
they have a donor who will match the amount they raise dollar for dollar, “so the Fair’s money will do
twice the good.”  Her letter to the Board states “The Planet Improvement Center will transform our used
building materials yard into a regional education center, demonstrating the principles of sustainable
development and teaching practical skills for living well without waste. The Center supports the Fair’s
values of building community, promoting reverence for the land, and providing education on living
peacefully and lightly on the earth.”
              Peach Gallery: Thumbs up. Leslie also encouraged those present at the meeting to write a check
if they can afford it and norma added “BRING is an essential part of our Fair Family.”
              Board: Lara added “they’re an amazing group; they’re changing our part of the world.”
           The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
          

CONSIDER APPOINTMENTS TO PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
            Marlene moved and Joseph seconded to appoint Sara Rich and Lara Howe to the two
openings on Personnel Committee.  The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
           

CONSIDER APPOINTMENT OF CRAFT INVENTORY CREW CO-COORDINATOR
            Lara moved and Lawrence seconded that the Board appoint Gary Nolan as Craft Inventory
Crew Co-Coordinator.
            Peach Gallery:  Jeff Harrison (Craft Inventory Crew Co-Coordinator) said this was listed
incorrectly as “Consider Craft Committee Co-coordinator Appointment” on the agenda items in April’s
minutes, adding “It’s Craft Inventory Crew, not Craft Committee.” (Note: oops, sorry.) Jeff expressed his
appreciation for all the work Ken did and said the only way he accepted the offer to be coordinator of the
crew ten years ago was if Ken would be co-coordinator with him. He said Gary joined the crew five years
ago and has been a very integral part of the crew. Leslie thanked Ken for all his excellent work and said
both he and Jeff do “outstanding jobs and their attention to detail is amazing.” She looks forward to
working with Gary.              
                Board: Lara thanked retiring co-coordinator Ken Kirby for his work on the crew . Anna said
“Gary wears multiple hats and is an amazing person.”
              The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

CONSIDER APPOINTMENTS TO PEACH POWER AD HOC COMMITTEE
                Anna moved and Lara seconded that the Board appoint Vic Parkison and George
Patterson to the Peach Power Ad Hoc Committee.
                The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

APPROVE MISSION STATEMENT
                   Katie moved and Deane seconded that the Board adopt the following as the Fair’s
mission statement: The mission of the Oregon Country Fair is to create events and experiences
which nourish the spirit, explore living artfully and authentically on earth, and transform culture in
magical, joyous, and healthy ways.
                   Peach Gallery: Grumpy said “close but not there yet.” He likes the sentiment but not all of the
language. norma said ‘on earth’ is superfluous but “the rest of it is fine.” Leslie said “it’s amazing and
clear. If every word isn’t perfect, that’s ok because we’re not perfect either. It really says something to
me.” Beth said “it’s good to be short and sweet.”
                   Board: Joseph said, “it doesn’t mention our relationship to the land, and that’s a big mistake.”
He likes Lawrence’s phrase of “expand consciousness, transform culture, and protect the environment”
because it mentions the land. Jack said, “the last couple of months have been an interesting linguistic
journey for me.” He got a copy of a brand new dictionary and a really old dictionary and a few others as
well and he looked up a bunch of words in all of them. He said the word ‘mission’ is harsh to indigenous
people and he doesn’t want to use that word. Katie said she’d be happy to entertain a friendly amendment



to replace that word, but is “concerned about using the word ‘purpose’ because it may impact our stated
purpose in the by-laws.” Lawrence suggested ‘vision’. Jack said he likes ‘vision’ better and Katie
accepted that change as a friendly amendment. Lawrence said “it’s nice in a lot of ways” but doesn’t
agree with Beth about it being short and concise. He sees it as the opposite because it has a lot of
adjectives and adverbs. He said, “we need a vision statement that starts with 3 nouns and 3 verbs, that a 5-
year-old can learn and that you can put on a banner. That’s why I really like the phrase “expand
consciousness, transform culture, and protect the environment” because you can start with that and then
tag on all kinds of adjectives, adverbs, and phrases about what it means to do all those things.”  He
suggested starting with his ‘3-noun, 3-verb’ phrase, followed by Katie’s proposed wording. Katie didn’t
want to accept that as a friendly amendment because she is “trying to honor the process and the work that
the Family put into crafting the statement suggestions.”  Brad thinks that “we need more mention of the
environment besides what’s in the motion as it stands.” Marlene likes Lawrence’s phrase because it
mentions the environment.
                    The amended motion failed: 4 in favor and 6 opposed (Marlene, Joseph, Lawrence,
Diane, Jack, and Lara).
 

SECOND TRY
                    Lawrence moved and Marlene seconded that the Board adopt the following as the Fair’s
mission statement: The vision of the Oregon Country Fair is to expand consciousness, transform
culture, and protect the environment. We realize our vision by creating events and experiences
which nourish the spirit, exploring living artfully and authentically on earth, and transforming
culture in magical, joyous, and healthy ways.
                    Peach Gallery: Grumpy likes the first one better. Leslie said she had feedback from “a
number of people in the survey who said it was kind of arrogant for the Fair to assume it could ‘transform
human culture’ which was the original phrase proposed, the point being that what one person loves, others
don’t.” She said the phrase ‘living artfully and authentically on earth’ started out with the word
‘sustainably’ to make it more specifically about the environment but after deep meaningful conversations
with Jack about words like ‘mission’ and ‘sustain’ that was taken out.” She feels changing the wording
this much “negates the process the Family has been through together for the past five months.” Beth said
it is “inappropriate to use your position as a Board member to bully your language in at the last minute.”
Randy Nowell (VegManEc) likes the word ‘intent’ because “intent is the beginning of all creation.” Leslie
said the first suggestion for the wording was ‘The intention of the Oregon Country Fair.” Brad likes
‘intention’ better than ‘vision’. Jon Pincus quoted Sandra Bauer who said, “The OCF demonstrates that
we can live lightly on the land.” He said, “what Katie read was beautiful but I agree that it needs more
about the land.” Hilary said what she’s hearing is that “as for meaning, we’re very close but we want a
little more emphasis on the land; and much of what we’re talking about is language.” She feels it could be
written a “little more artfully because there are a lot of adjectives and long clauses, but it’s hard to edit in a
big group.” Vic Parkison (Pre/Post Security) said, “The more I read this the more I agree with Lawrence.
We need something simple that can go on a banner, something we can present successfully. To me, that’s
more important than process, and besides, this is the process.” Jim Ince (Internal Security) agrees with Vic
and likes the conciseness of Lawrence’s phrase. Mira Rainy (Elders Committee) said the phrase ‘psycho-
spiritual rejuvenation’ resonated with lots of people. mambo (Main Camp Security) said, “It occurred to
me that in old England attorneys were paid by the word.” He didn’t feel we should add to something that
came from “a huge body of the Family.” He recently read something in FFN and also referred to Jon’s
comment during Member Input, and said there is a concern about “hierarchy and ignorance of the people.”
Barbara said the process is important but the Board putting together the final wording is “the last piece of
the process. I don’t see it as bullying, I see it as passion.” Robin Bernardi (Office Assistant) said, “This
was created by a huge group of people and we really have to respect that, because what’s important to the
Fair is the Family and the people.”
                    Board: Joseph said he read through all of the feedback and “there was criticism about
Lawrence’s proposal as well as my own, but the criticism about Lawrence’s wasn’t that it was arrogant
but that it was abstract, that it didn’t say what we did.”  He said one of the proposals was ranked very high
because it was inclusive and mentioned crafts, vaudeville, etc. It was “well-constructed and that’s what a



majority want. We could pass that one as written or, if we want to be brief, we should go with Lawrence’s.
But ‘living authentically on earth’ is abstract too, and that one was never presented to the membership.”
Lara said neither of the four proposals presented by the committee last month was quite right to her, that
she “liked little bits of each of the four but they gave us the best examples of what the Family wants us to
say.” She agreed with Leslie and said, “Let’s show respect and move forward.” Marlene likes the phrase
‘above all reverence for the land’ from our code of conduct and said it isn’t out of order for the Board to
have last-minute input. She added, “If the wording isn’t perfect, we can re-address it later, after the
summit.” Brad wants the word ‘intention’ instead of  ‘vision’ and Lawrence accepted that as a
friendly amendment. Brad added, “it hurts me to say this, but if we really put the land first, it would be a
nature preserve.” Greg said “the Family made a significant effort to communicate about this and Katie’s
piece did a marvelous job of respecting what was heard.” He will vote against this motion for now, and if
it fails he will re-introduce Katie’s phrasing with the word ‘intent’. Katie wanted to clarify that she did not
write the statement she proposed, adding “the one I wrote was a far cry from this and full of legalese.” The
one she proposed tonight was a combination of the four statements presented by the VQ Committee last
month. She added, “It’s important for me to set aside my ego and I cannot support anything that is an
expression of one person’s ego.” Lawrence said his “absolute intention was to honor the Family’s input by
including the entire statement as presented by Katie. My only intent was to combine that with simplicity
and brevity at the beginning.” He thanked Barbara for distinguishing between bullying and passion,
adding “arrogant, ego, and bullying are mean-spirited words and are inappropriate to our process. As for
‘transforming culture’ being arrogant, I always thought the Fair was about transforming culture and the
world we live in. Dreaming big dreams is important. I cringe when people refer to the Fair as ‘a party’. I
always believed that what we do matters. I don’t think that’s arrogant to think that what we do matters.  I
didn’t mean to exclude or disrespect or dishonor. We don’t need name-calling.”
                   The amended motion failed: 4 in favor and 6 opposed (Anna, Jack, Diane, Katie, Greg,
and Brad).
 

THIRD TIME’S A CHARM
                    Greg moved and Lawrence seconded that the Board adopt the following as the Fair’s
mission statement: It is the intent of the Oregon Country Fair to create events and experiences
which nourish the spirit, explore living artfully and authentically on earth, and transform culture in
magical, joyous, and healthy ways.
                   The motion passed: 8 in favor and 2 opposed (Marlene and Joseph). 
 

ELDER SOP’S
                    Diane moved and Lawrence seconded that the Board include elders in the SOP process.
(Note: Significant Other Passes aka SOP’s.)
                     Peach Gallery: Grumpy said, “I don’t think elders should be included in the mission
statement…I mean the SOP process.” (Note: it was getting very late.) He agreed with Leslie’s statements
about elder issues in her monthly letter to the Board. Leslie summarized what she had written, saying “The
SOP process was created for volunteer crews, and elders are not a crew. Elders will need support, but
that’s a complicated discussion about how we do that, and the budgetary implications of that. We have
enough passes allocated to elders so we can take care of immediate needs this year. Policy discussion
about elders have been very clear that this is not about creating a new population impact but a way for
elders to transition to a different role in the Fair.”  Hilary said “entertainers, booth people, trade passes,
lots of others don’t have access to the SOP system.”  norma said, “SOP’s were originally created to help
volunteers do their jobs.” Mira said elders need assistance and “we have a number who are disabled. We
need to somehow make room for this issue in the future.” Randy said we can’t have unlimited population
growth. Mike James Long (Security Crew, Elders Committee) said to “remember why the elder program
was started, because we want to make room for the younger generation. We’re not talking about
wristbands to other event organizers or Fair neighbors; we’re talking about elders who have put in 20
years and want to be able to share the sunset of their lives with another caring person.” Kay said, “Every
person sitting here loves their place at the Fair and if we’re lucky enough we’ll all be elders someday. To
hear elders being talked about as if they aren’t part of the Family any more makes me very sad.” She



added, “Natural attrition will take care of the population problem. I’m always reading in the Fair Family
News about someone else who has died. We have to search our hearts and think about how we treat our
elders.”
                     Board: Deane said, “Elders aren’t asking for free passes, just the right to purchase one. As
for overcrowding, we keep buying land.” Lawrence said “the elders don’t ask for much, just a place in the
shade and a pass.” Katie said she can’t “deny the requests of the people who brought this event into being.
I can’t tell them their needs aren’t important. Here is an opportunity for us to walk our talk about
transforming culture. It makes me sick to think we would promote an attitude that says ‘thanks for your
service, now get the hell out of the way’. If they say this is what they need, I’m going to say yes.” Greg
said he’s “feeling confused. We’re not talking about abolishing elders. Trying to decide this at 10:30pm is
difficult, and putting this in a yes or no context of whether or not we support our elders is disingenuous.”
He added he agrees with Leslie that “we need to look at how to address their needs in a larger context and
I’m not ready to do that tonight.” Brad supports elders getting the resources they need to attend the Fair
but does not support this motion, saying “Too many SOP passes would fall under this category and there’s
not enough land in West Lane County to hold all of us at the rate we’re going. I support elders but I don’t
want to be made to feel like I’m a bad guy for not supporting this motion.” Marlene agreed with Brad. Jack
said, “Neither increasing SOP’s for crews nor getting the elders policy happened in as short a time as what
we’re talking about right now. I’m not going to cast any vote; I’m going to say we table this until after the
Fair.”  Jack moved and Anna seconded to table this motion.  The motion to table passed: 10 in favor
and 0 opposed.
 

CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION POLICY
                     Marlene moved and Lara seconded that the Board direct operations and management,
including site-based crews, Path Planning and LUMP Committees, to develop an ecosystem
restoration and recovery plan; including a budget to be passed in the 2005-06 budget process. This
plan should assure no net loss of understory while beginning an active process of ecological repair.
                      Peach Gallery: Grumpy said “the planning doesn’t bother me, it’s the talk about the
understory that bothers me.” He said “we have to look at the Fair in a practical way. Take porta-potties for
instance; we can’t sustain ourselves in an environmentally correct way for longer than we do. We delude
ourselves with some of these things.” He also objected to discussing a topic this important at such a late
time of night. Leslie said, “Grumpy and I work together very well but often disagree.” She supports this
motion because, “This is exactly what ‘living authentically on earth’ means to me. We need this and the
sooner the better. We can’t come up with a plan for this year’s Fair, but the intention is there and we can
move through it with the next planning and budget cycle.” Steve W. said “it’s a long-term project and a
useful place to start. The guidelines and the code of conduct are pretty clear, ‘above all reverence for the
land’. One of the basic rules of ecosystem tinkering is ‘save all the pieces’. We’ve reached our carrying
capacity for cars on the land and maybe even with our camping population as well.” Jon Pincus said, “If
we don’t have this policy, the place will be a dust bowl in 10 years. I agree with what Lawrence said. It’s
not arrogant to assume we can change things; we should have the notion that we can affect what happens
in the world, by leading by example. And I hope you’ll include protection and preservation in the list of
tools that are mentioned in the policy.” Randy said, “This policy is a good one and will give us more
emphasis in going in the right direction. We have guidelines that say all these things but 90% of our
population ignores them. The more we address this and educate our membership to walk our talk, the more
it will help.” Jim Ince said he is an environmental activist and the language of this motion is “consistent
with the direction and guidance of the conservation community in the Northwest. It’s good wording.”
When mambo asked about the budgetary impact, Marlene answered it wouldn’t affect the current budget;
it would just put the planning process in motion.
                     Board: Marlene said she spent several months talking with LUMP, Path Planning,
VegManEcs, as well as management and it seems “everyone’s in agreement that we need this.” Jack said it
“sounds like a policy of mitigation, which isn’t a bad word” and added, “mitigation is what we need to be
doing.” He added that “population is one of our biggest challenges and mitigation is probably our only
way out for dealing with our population. We’re going to have to be very creative. One of the processes
we’ve been using is purchasing more real estate.”  He continued, “We cannot even pretend to move



forward with any real discussion of population without a mitigation policy. I’ve been on the forefront of
confronting our population growth, and mitigation will give me an incredible tool to be able to engage the
membership on how we’re going to proceed.” Joseph said he was hesitant at first, but “this sounds good,
I’m for it.”
                     The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

RE-NAMING “TPFKAS”
                      Lawrence moved and Deane seconded that the Board re-name the lowland portion of
“the property formerly known as Swanson’s” after the late Marshall Landman by calling it
“Marshall’s Landing.”
                      Peach Gallery:  norma said, “Marshall’s daughter Chelsea was incredibly excited when she
heard about this proposal.” The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

MOVE THE “JULY” BOARD MEETING DATE
                      Marlene moved and somebody seconded that the “July” Board meeting be held on
Sunday June 26 at 4pm at Alice’s Wonderland.  The motion passed: 10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 

CONFIRM  MAIN CAMP CHECK SIGNERS
                        Marlene moved and Greg seconded that the Board confirm the following people as
Main Camp check signers: Lucy Kingsley for the Key Bank checking account, Carolyn Sykora for
the Quarter Master account, and Jamie O’Brien for the Key Kitchen account.  The motion passed:
10 in favor and 0 opposed.
 
             The meeting adjourned at 11:00 pm. The next Board meeting will be held on Monday, June 6,
2005 at 7pm at the EWEB Community Room. The agenda, subject to change, will include the following
tabled items: Budget Issues; Consider Donation to SMART Program (Lara); Consider Appointment of
Sweep Crew Co-Coordinator (Bear); as well as the following Old Business: Consider Donation to
Educational Environments School; Consider Donation to Muscular Dystrophy Association Summer Day
Camp; Consider Donation to Helios Resource Network; Consider Donation to Center for Community
Counseling; Consider Appointments to Elders Committee; Consider Appointment to Refer Crew Co-
Coordinator; Consider Donation Moratorium for May, June and July Board meetings beginning in 2006
(Brad). ‘Consider Other Options for Swanson’s Trailer if No One Wants It’ (Steve W.) has been dropped
from the agenda. Consider Donation to the Seymour Hersh Speaker Event (Lara) has been dropped from
the agenda. The discussion of Elder SOP’s was tabled until the August meeting. (Note: April’s minutes
recorded that “Consider Donation to Elmira High School” would be on tonight’s agenda but that was
actually for the outdoor education program at the middle school in Elmira.)

 
Minutes by Barbara Edmonds who thanks Neriah Lothamer (Dancing in the Shadow of Tyranny)

for the following quote: “Musicians and drummers blend diverse textures and heavenly harmonies…
dancers parade with colorful banners, flags, costumes, and streaming ribbons. Stilt-walkers and giant
puppets gesture for all to join in the joyful throng. With painted faces and fancy costumes, a procession of
dancing children cheers with delight as they enter the parade.
Smiling, happy people are everywhere.”    
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